








HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

HWS HEAT TOUCH TORCHE
GLOVE
CODE: 8129
WHOLESALE: $197.50
RETAIL: $394.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG

Leather Expedition Overglove: » Expanding sidewalls for
perfect fit as an over or stand-alone glove » Heatwave
reflective lining returns more warmth Hyperlite Form-Fit
Inner Glove: » Flexible Fusion™ panels for radiant warmth
» Wafer-thin batteries » Wicking lining » 3 Heat settings: 2
• 4 • 6 Hours of heat Wear Separately For MAXIMUM
ADAPTABILITY OR Wear Both for ULTIMATE WARMTH

OVERGLOVE: | INSULATION: 70g Thinsulate® + 60g
HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Leather/Polartec® Softshell | PALM: Soundtouch™
Leather | INNER GLOVE: | SHELL: Hyperlite
Weathershield™ | PALM: Soundtouch™

HWS HEAT TOUCH HYPERLITE
ALL WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8130
WHOLESALE: $150.00
RETAIL: $299.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Heat At The Push Of a Button! - Flexible Fusion™ panels
for radiant warmth - Wafer-thin batteries - Wicking lining
3 HEAT SETTINGS: 2 • 4 • 6 Hours of heat

SHELL: Hyperlite Weathershield™ | PALM: Soundtouch™

HWS HEAT TOUCH XTREME
ALL WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8131
WHOLESALE: $150.00
RETAIL: $299.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Heat At The Push Of a Button! - Flexible Fusion™ panels for
radiant warmth - Wafer-thin batteries - Form Fitting - 3
Heat settings: 2 • 4 • 6 Hours of heat

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit | PALM: Soundtouch™

HWS FIRESHIELD ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8005
WHOLESALE: $37.50
RETAIL: $74.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

APL Certified • Fire-resistant • No melt / No drip • APL
Certified-Meets military spec • AATEC & ASTM test results
on file • Fireshield™ Tri-Laminate blocks flames, wet & cold
• OSHA visible FR label

SHELL: Fireshield | PALM: Leather

HWS XTREME EXTENDED
GAUNTLET GLOVE
CODE: 8146
WHOLESALE: $37.50
RETAIL: $74.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Full Length Waterproof - Wear outside or inside of jacket
sleeve - 100% Waterproof to the cuff - Form-fit™ next to
skin fit - 4-way stretch - Extended gauntlet cuff

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit

HWS XTREME ST ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8012
WHOLESALE: $30.00
RETAIL: $59.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG

Snug Form Fit™ Cuff - Thin enough to allow you freedom of
movement - Tactile feel for all day comfort - Form-fit™ next
to skin fit - Stretch cuff - Fleece lined

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ | waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit | PALM: Tech Hide
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HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

#2 SELLER

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS XTREME ALL WEATHER
GLOVE GAUNTLET
CODE: 8117
WHOLESALE: $30.00
RETAIL: $59.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL |
XXXL

Gauntlet Cuff For Easy On/Off - Your hands stay 100% dry
even in the wettest conditions - Stretch dexterity keeps you
outdoors longer - Gauntlet cuff for easy on/off - Form-fit™
next to skin fit - Fleece-lined

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit | PALM: ToughTek

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS XTREME ALL WEATHER
GLOMITT
CODE: 8145
WHOLESALE: $30.00
RETAIL: $59.99
MEN: MD | LG | XL | XXL

Waterproof Glove/Mitt - The only 100% waterproof
glomitt - Offers the warmth of a mitt and function of a
glove - Form-fit™ next to skin fit - 4-way stretch - The
only 100% waterproof glomitt - Fleece-lined

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit | PALM: ToughTek

HWS XTREME ALL WEATHER
GLOVE
CODE: 8011
WHOLESALE: $27.50
RETAIL: $54.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL |
XXXL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG

Snug Form Fit™ Cuff - Thin enough to allow you freedom of
movement - Tactile feel for all day comfort - Form-fit™ next
to skin fit - Stretch cuff - Fleece lined

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ | waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Spacer knit | PALM: ToughTek

BREAK-UP
INFINITY

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS XTREME HYPERLITE ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8127
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
MEN: SM/MD | LG | XL

Thinnest Waterproof - Our thinnest 100% waterproof glove!
- Great dexterity and sensitive touch when you need it -
Form-fit™ next to skin fit - Lycra cuff - Fleece-lined

INSERT: XTREME DryHand™ waterproof/breathable |
SHELL: Hyperlite Weathershield™ | PALM: Quartz

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS ALL WEATHER
FINGERLESS GLOMITT
CODE: 8174
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Open Finger Design - Magnetic fasteners keep mitt and
thumb open - Fingerless design allows for tactile feel
when needed - Form-fit™ next to skin fit - Proven
durability - Weathershield™ fabric blocks wet & cold -
Gauntlet Cuff - Warmth of a mitt & function of a glove

SHELL: Weathershield™PALM: ToughTek

HWS HEATWAVE DAKOTA
GLOVE
CODE: 8180
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Best Impact Protection. Heatwave™ Thermodynamic
Lining. Dual pad system for vibration dampening.- Impact
Glove- Reinforced ToughTek finger tips- Easy-on cuff pull
tab- Metacarpal pad- Raised knuckle and finger
impact/collision protection

SHELL: Nylon/SpandexPALM: Amara, Diamond Plate Grip
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HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

HWS NVADER GLOVE

CODE: 8170
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Neofleece® Insert - One handed wrist cinch keeps your
warmth in and the cold out - Fixed Neofleece® insert -
Gauntlet with inner cuff - One-handed wrist cinch

INSULATION: 200g Thermolite® | INSERT: DryHand™ |
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Softina/Pro Fabric | PALM:
Leather

HWS HEATWAVE ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8135
WHOLESALE: $22.50
RETAIL: $44.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Our #1 Glove Made Even Warmer - Weathershield™
blocks wind and moisture with superior dexterity -
Heatwave™ thermodynamic lining returns reflective &
kinetic warmth to fingers - Snug form-fitting design -
Proven durability - Knit cuff

SHELL: Weathershield™ | PALM: UltraGrip

HWS HEATWAVE ACCEL GLOVE

CODE: 8114
WHOLESALE: $22.50
RETAIL: $44.99
UNISEX: XS | SM | MD | LG | XL

Incredible Warmth Capacity - Heatwave™ warmth with the
ease, function, and comfort of a fleece glove - Rolled finger
caps - One-handed wrist & cuff cinch

INSULATION: 300g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Durable RipStop | PALM:
LeatherTex

#10 SELLER

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS ST ALL WEATHER GLOVE

CODE: 8104
WHOLESALE: $22.50
RETAIL: $44.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Our #1 Selling Glove! - Touchscreen control so you can use
your devices without removing gloves - Weathershield™
blocks wind and moisture with superior dexterity - Warm
as a 200 gram lofted glove - Form-fit™ next to skin fit -
Proven durability - Fleece-lined - Knit cuff

SHELL: Weathershield™ | PALM: Soundtouch™ Tech Hide

#9 SELLER

HWS HEATWAVE ACCEL
CAMO GLOVE
CODE: 8162
WHOLESALE: $22.50
RETAIL: $44.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Great Warmth to Weight Capacity. Exclusive Heatwave™
thermodynamic lining & 300g of Heatlock insulation make
this glove the best in its class. Easy on/off gauntlet cuff
will make this your go to glove

INSULATION: 300g HeatLock™INSERT: DryHand™
Waterproof/breathableSHELL: Poly TricotPALM:
LeatherTex

#6 SELLER

COYOTE SOLID

HWS ALL WEATHER GLOVE

CODE: 8010
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG

Our #1 Selling Glove! - Weathershield™ blocks wind and
moisture with superior dexterity - Warm as a 200 gram
lofted glove - Form-fit™ next to skin fit - Proven durability -
Fleece-lined - Knit cuff

SHELL: Weathershield™ | PALM: UltraGrip
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HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

BREAK-UP
INFINITY

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS HYPERLITE ST ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8001
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM/MD | LG | XL

Half The Weight of AWG - Touchscreen control so you can
use your devices without removing gloves -
Weathershield™ offers the dexterity and comfort to wear
all day - Form-fit™ next to skin fit - Weathershield™ fabric
blocks wet & cold - Light enough to wear as a liner -
Polartec® Apex Award Winner - Lycra cuff SEIRUS®
EXCLUSIVE WEATHERPROOF MATERIAL: • 4-WAY
STRETCH OUTER • WEATHERSHIELD™
WINDPROOF/WATERPROOF BREATHABLE LINER (SEAMS
NOT SEALED) • WICKING INNER LINING

SHELL: Hyperlite Weathershield™ | PALM: Soundtouch™
Tech Hide

GRAY/
CALFSKIN

HWS HEATWAVE LEATHER
GLOVE
CODE: 8186
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG | XL |
XXL

Warm, Comfortable Leather Glove. Heatwave™
Thermodynamic Lining. Warmest leather glove without a
bulky insert. Form fit™ cuff with gusset. Superior warmth
and comfort in a leather work glove.

INSULATION: 80g HeatLock™SHELL: Stretch
spandex/Goatskin leatherPALM: Goatskin leather

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS HEATWAVE FLEECE
GLOVE
CODE: 8164
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Lightweight Fleece Heatwave™ Warmth. Heatwave™
warmth with the ease, function, and comfort of a fleece
glove. SoundTouch™ technology activates any touch
screen device while wearing your gloves.- Gauntlet cuff-
Single zigzag waist- Soft, warm, comfortable fleece- “Old
School” weather protection

SHELL: 200 wt Camo fleecePALM: ToughTek palm and
Soundtouch™ on thumb & pointer

HWS HEATWAVE GRIPPER
GLOVE
CODE: 8182
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Non-Slip Grip. Heatwave™ Thermodynamic Lining. Non-
Slip palm handles all slick surfaces from Glass to
Cardboard. Reinforced QuartzTech thumb crotch. Comfort
cuff with Easy-on pull tab. Grid-Flex knuckle and finger
impact/collision protection.

SHELL: Nylon/SpandexPALM: Amara with anti-slip GripPro

HWS YUKON GLOVE

CODE: 8148
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Softshell Warmth - Warmth on the coldest days - This
softshell gloves thick insulation keeps your hands warm -
Gauntlet cuff - One-handed wrist & cuff cinch - Rolled
finger caps

INSULATION: 260g HeatLock™ | INSERT: | DryHand™
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Softshell | PALM:
Suregrip

BREAK-UP
INFINITY

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS HYPERLITE ALL
WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 8008
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
MEN: SM/MD | LG | XL | XXL

Half The Weight of AWG - Weathershield™ offers the
dexterity and comfort to wear all day - Form-fit™ next to
skin fit - Weathershield™ fabric blocks wet & cold - Light
enough to wear as a liner - Polartec® Apex Award Winner -
Lycra cuff SEIRUS® EXCLUSIVE WEATHERPROOF
MATERIAL: • 4-WAY STRETCH OUTER • WEATHERSHIELD™
WINDPROOF/WATERPROOF BREATHABLE LINER (SEAMS
NOT SEALED) • WICKING INNER LINING

SHELL: Hyperlite Weathershield™ | PALM: Quartz
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HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

HWS YUKON GLOVE HI VIS

CODE: 8163
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Softshell Warmth - Warmth on the coldest days - This
softshell gloves thick insulation keeps your hands warm -
Gauntlet cuff - One-handed wrist & cuff cinch - Reflective
piping - Rolled finger caps - Reflective logo

INSULATION: 260g HeatLock™INSERT: DryHand™
waterproof/breathableSHELL: SoftshellPALM: Suregrip

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS MAX ALL WEATHER
GLOVE
CODE: 8004
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Form-Fit Sensitive Trigger Finger - Windproof warmth,
comfort and performance - Sensitive trigger finger - The
Original AWG with Neoprene cuff - Weathershield™ fabric
blocks wet & cold - Fleece-lined

SHELL: Weathershield™ | PALM: ToughTek

HWS HEATER GLOVE

CODE: 8112
WHOLESALE: $18.00
RETAIL: $35.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Heat Pack Pocket - Heat pack zipper pocket for extra
comfort and warmth - Outer cuff keeps the elements out,
inner cuff keeps you warm and snug - Heat pack pocket
with disappearing zipper - Gauntlet cuff - One-handed wrist
& cuff cinch

INSULATION: 200g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Softina/Bannaka | PALM:
LeatherTex

HWS STITCH GLOVE

CODE: 8187
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG

Durable & Warm- With three times the insulation, this
gloves keeps your hands warm- Durable Pro Fabric-
Gauntlet cuff with one-handed cinch

INSULATION: 320g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™ |
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Pro Fabric | PALM:
ToughTek

HWS JR STITCH GLOVE

CODE: 8188
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
JUNIOR: SM | MD | LG

Durable & Warm - With three times the insulation, this
gloves keeps your hands warm - Durable Pro Fabric -
Gauntlet cuff with one-handed cinch

INSULATION: 260g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™ |
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Pro Fabric | PALM:
ToughTek

HWS MOUNTAIN CHALLENGER
GLOVE HI VIS
CODE: 8103
WHOLESALE: $15.50
RETAIL: $30.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Be Safe, Be Seen - A favorite for snow removal in the early
mornings and evenings - Great for short winter days when
you still need to be outside - Soft, wicking poly lining -
Gauntlet cuff - Reflective panel at knuckles - Reflective logo

INSULATION: 250g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Taslan | PALM: Suregrip
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HWS GLOVES | HWS Glove

BLACK/WHITE REALTREE
XTRA

HWS MOUNTAIN CHALLENGER
GLOVE
CODE: 8002
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Great Warmth To Weight Ration - Keeps you warm and
functioning in cold conditions - Most glove insulation in its
class - Soft, wicking poly lining - Gauntlet cuff - Adjustable
Velcro cinch

INSULATION: 250g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™ |
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Taslan | PALM: Suregrip

HWS JR MOUNTAIN
CHALLENGER GLOVE
CODE: 8003
WHOLESALE: $11.00
RETAIL: $21.99
JUNIOR: SM | MD | LG

Great Warmth To Weight Ration - Keeps you warm and
functioning in cold conditions - Most glove insulation in
its class - Soft, wicking poly lining - Gauntlet cuff -
Adjustable Velcro cinch

INSULATION: 160g HeatLock™ | INSERT: DryHand™
waterproof/breathable | SHELL: Poly Tricot | PALM:
SureGrip

HWS ECLIPSE GLOVE

CODE: 1320
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL

Classic style and warmth lend the 100%
waterproof/breathable Eclipse™ glove an upper hand in
inclement weather. With a Dryhand™ insert and 200g of
Heatlock™ insulation, you can enjoy warmth and comfort
even in harsh conditions. A gauntlet style cuff features a
one-handed wrist and cuff cinch to easily keep out the
elements. Recommended for: snowsports, winter
adventures, general on-mountain use or extended periods
in the cold

Insulation: 200g Heatlock™ | Insert: Dryhand™
Waterproof/Breathable | Shell: Ribbed Softina | Palm:
LeatherTex

HWS THICK N THIN SHOOTER
GLOVE
CODE: 8147
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

Thin Dynamax™ Palms - Dynamax™ palms for sensitive
trigger feel - Weathershield™ back of hand to block wind
and cold - Thick & thin for max weather protection &
sensitivity - Lycra cuff

SHELL: Weathershield™ | PALM: Dynamax™ with silicone
print
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HWS LINERS | HWS Glove Liners

HI VIS YELLOW REALTREE
XTRA

HWS ST DYNAMAX GLOVE
LINER
CODE: 8071
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Second Skin Feel - Sensitive trigger finger - Wear as a liner
or lightweight glove

Dynamax™: Micro Denier Dual Density Thermax® Fiber |
Micro brushed inner | 4-way stretch comfort | Lightweight,
warm, wicking | Snug form-fit™ design | Silicone palm
print | Soundtouch™ Thumb & pointer finger tips

HWS DYNAMAX GLOVE LINER
CAMO
CODE: 8073
WHOLESALE: $13.50
RETAIL: $26.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Second Skin Feel - Sensitive trigger finger - Wear as a
liner or lightweight glove

Dynamax™: Micro Denier Dual Density Thermax® Fiber |
Micro brushed inner | 4-way stretch comfort |
Lightweight, warm, wicking | Snug form-fit™ design |
Silicone palm print

HWS HEATWAVE ST GLOVE
LINER
CODE: 8197
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Warm enough to wear alone and thin enough to layer, the
Heatwave™ glove liner provides a base layer that
drastically changes how you feel in the cold. With
Soundtouch™ touchscreen control you'll never need to
expose your fingers to the cold again. The revolutionary
dual heating system found in the Heatwave™ lining reflects
and amplifies your body’s heat to produce that warm cozy
feeling we all look for in a glove. Reflective Heat, Amplified.
Thermal Reflective stage - up to 20% warmer. Kinetic stage
- Amplifies Temperature 4-5°. Recommended for: wearing
alone in mild weather or layering for extra warmth on cold
days.

Seirus® exclusive Heatwave™ lining | Increase the heat of
any glove | Cut and sewn, form fitting construction |
Soundtouch™ touchscreen control

#4 SELLER

SILVER COYOTE SOLID

COYOTE REALTREE
XTRA

HWS HEATWAVE GLOVE LINER

CODE: 8134
WHOLESALE: $11.50
RETAIL: $22.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Liner Warms Any Glove - Reflects body heat and helps
circulation to keep you outside longer when it's cold - A
game changer in warmth

Cut & sewn, form-fitting construction | 4-Way Stretch |
Lycra Cuff | Wear as lightweight glove or liner

HWS DELUXE THERMAX
GLOVE LINER
CODE: 8013
WHOLESALE: $7.50
RETAIL: $14.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Second Skin Feel - Base layer for your hands - Helps
make your gloves warmer by trapping your body heat
next to your skin

Thermax® gives maximum comfort and wicking | Cut and
sewn, Form fitting construction | Wear as liner or
lightweight glove

HWS POLY PRO KNIT GLOVE
LINER
CODE: 8198
WHOLESALE: $5.50
RETAIL: $10.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

With a next-to-skin fit, the technical fibers of the Poly Pro
Knit glove liner create a thermal base layer that combines
perfectly with your favorite glove or mitt. Warm enough to
wear alone and thin enough to layer, the Poly Pro Knit
offers amazing dexterity, warmth, and comfort for a wide
range of activities. Recommended for: wearing alone in
mild weather or layering for extra warmth on cold days.

Stretch-to-fit comfort | Creates a warm base layer under
any glove or mitt
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HWS LINERS | HWS Skull Liners

HWS HEATWAVE SKULL LINER
CODE: 8138
WHOLESALE: $10.00 RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Rapid Heat Return - Dual-Stage Heating system provides rapid heat return - Wear alone or
under a hat/protective headwear

Heatwave thermodynamic liner | Flat seam construction | Reinforced stitching for lasting
strength | 4-way stretch | Fits under helmet

HWS DYNAMAX WORKMAN CAP
CODE: 8076
WHOLESALE: $10.00 RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Fits Under Hardhat - Lightweight, warm, and wicking - Snug form-fit design

Dynamax™: Micro Denier Dual Density Thermax® Fiber | 4-way stretch comfort | Micro
brushed inner | 6-dart construction | Reflective stripes

HWS THERMAX SKULL LINER
CODE: 8018
WHOLESALE: $7.50 RETAIL: $14.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Lightweight Warmth - Keeps top of the head warm - Thermax manages heat under
protective headwear

Ultra-thin Thermax® wicking warmth | Flat seam construction | Reinforced stitching for
lasting strength | 4-way stretch | Fits under helmets
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HWS LINERS | HWS Headliners

HWS COMBO MICRO
HEADLINER
CODE: 8178
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: ADULT

The warmth of fleece in a sleek and lightweight piece.
Featuring Polartec® Power Dry® micro fleece, this piece is
thin with a tight-knit feel with all the warmth of traditional
fleece. The contoured Neofleece® face mask fits perfectly
with goggles, has directional breath holes to help prevent
fogging, and boasts the unbeatable weather protection of
Neoprene and the comfort of fleece. Recommended for:
Cold weather outdoor activities or work in the cold, snow,
or high wind.

Polartec® Power Dry® micro fleece hood with Neofleece®
face mask

#8 SELLER

COYOTE SOLID BREAK-UP
INFINITY

HI VIS
YELLOW

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS DYNAMAX QUICK
HEADLINER
CODE: 8077
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Multi-Functional Cover-up - Skull cap with pull down face
protection - Blocks wind / wicks moisture - Can be worn
year round - Perfect lightweight cover-up

Dynamax™: Micro Denier Dual Density Thermax® Fiber |
4-way stretch comfort | Micro brushed inner | Snug form-
fit design | UPF 50+ RATING

HWS COMBO THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 8016
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Anti-Fog Protection - Keeps glasses & goggles from
fogging while wearing protective headwear

Ultra-thin Thermax® hood with 200 wt technical fleece neck
warmer and Neofleece® face mask | Flat seam construction
| 4-way stretch

HWS DYNAMAX BALACLAVA

CODE: 8176
WHOLESALE: $11.00
RETAIL: $21.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

A modern twist on the classic cold weather headwear, the
Dynamax™ Balaclava uses modern materials to provide
unbelievable head, face, and neck protection in a thin,
lightweight, wind-blocking piece. With Dynamax™, the feel
is unreal. Seirus'® exclusive dual-density, micro denier
Thermax® material is warm enough to wear alone, but thin
enough to layer under hats, helmets, or anything else.
Recommended for: Cold weather outdoor activities or work
in the cold, snow, or high wind.

Seirus'® exclusive Dynamax™ | Full head, face, and neck
protection | Thin, warm, wicking, wind blocking, stretchy |
UPF 50+ rating

HWS THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 8017
WHOLESALE: $10.00
RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Moisture Wicking Hood - Manages heat under protective
headwear - Keeps ears and neck warm

Ultra-thin Thermax® wicking hood with cozy, 200 wt
technical fleece neck warmer | Flat seam construction | 4-
way stretch | Fits under helmets

HWS THERMAX HEADLINER

CODE: 8015
WHOLESALE: $9.00
RETAIL: $17.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Ultra-Thin Warmth - Wicks moisture and traps heat at the
same time - Lightweight, versatile and warm

Ultra-thin Thermax® wicking warmth | Flat seam
construction | 4-way stretch | Fits under helmets
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HWS MASQUES & CLAVAS | HWS Masque & Clava

#5 SELLER

REALTREE
MAX 5

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS MAGNEMASK COMBO
CLAVA
CODE: 8149
WHOLESALE: $25.50
RETAIL: $50.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Magnetic Seems Snap Into Place. Quickly blow a game call,
answer a phone call, speak on a radio or take a drink of
water without fumbling with your mask. Magnetic seams
allow quick opening of face mask and then it snaps back
into place. 4 way stretch fleece and flat seam construction
for all day comfort.

Hood, face mask & neck warmer in one | Warm
Performance fleece | Contoured Neofleece® face mask*
CERTIFIED NON-TOXIC NEOPRENE

HWS MAGNEMASK COMBO
THICK N THIN
CODE: 8191
WHOLESALE: $23.00
RETAIL: $45.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Fits Under Any Headwear. Our Best Selling Face
Protection made even better! The “MagneMask” allows
full face access freedom in a Snap. Made to be worn
under any headwear.

Ultra-thin Thermax® hood with 200 wt fleece neck
warmer and contoured Neofleece® face mask | Warm
Performance fleece | 4-way stretch* CERTIFIED NON-
TOXIC NEOPRENE

#3 SELLER

REALTREE AP REALTREE
XTRA

HWS ULTRA CLAVA

CODE: 8040
WHOLESALE: $18.00
RETAIL: $35.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

The Ultra Clava® takes the Seirus® Combo Clava® to the
next level with Weathershield™ Tri-Laminate construction.
With a fleece inner, weatherproof middle membrane, and a
4-way stretch nylon outer the result is a seriously warm
and wind blocking shell that fits comfortably on your head.
Featuring a contoured face mask with directional breath
holes that redirect warm air down and away from the face
to help combat fogging and windproof materials, you can
have that cozy warm feeling we all look for in almost any
conditions. Recommended for: the harshest windy
conditions, extended periods in the cold, when just 'warm'
won't cut it

Featuring Weathershield™ Tri-Laminate fabric | Flat seam
construction | Fits with goggles | Windproof protection

HWS WIND PRO XTREME
HOOD
CODE: 8036
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Loose comfortable fit. Wear as neck warmer, face mask, or
hood

Warm Polartec® WindPro® | Integrated adjustable fleece
mask | Separate draw cords for adjusting mask/hood

HWS COMBO CLAVA HI VIS

CODE: 8032
WHOLESALE: $15.50
RETAIL: $30.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

• Hood, face mask & neck warmer in one • Warm 200 wt
Polartec® • Contoured Neofleece® face mask • 4-way
stretch • Flat seam construction

Our #1 Face Protection | - Warm fleece hood with
proprietary design helps prevent fogging of glasses or
goggles | - Reflective logo and piping for safety

#1 SELLER

BROWN BEAR COYOTE SOLID

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS COMBO CLAVA

CODE: 8039
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
JUNIOR: JUNIOR
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

A revolutionary take on the tried and true balaclava design
that keeps the elements out. The Seirus® Combo Clava® is
the no-frills, pure-function piece that can give you that
warm and cozy feeling we all look for, even in the harshest
conditions. A contoured Neofleece® face mask features
directional breath holes to direct breath down and away
from the face, helping to prevent fogging. With 200wt, 4-
way stretch performance fleece, this piece is powerfully
warm and awesomely comfortable. Have peace of mind in
the cold with the Seirus® Combo Clava®. Recommended
for: protecting your face against windy conditions

Hood, face mask, & neck warmer all in one | Warm 200wt
Polartec® fleece | Contoured Neofleece® face mask | 4-way
stretch | Flat-seam construction | Fits with goggles
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HWS MASQUES & CLAVAS | HWS Masque & Clava

#7 SELLER

COYOTE SOLIDHI VIS YELLOW

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS NEOFLEECE COMBO
SCARF
CODE: 8030
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG

A contoured face mask and neck warmer in one: the
Neofleece® Combo Scarf™ provides the best face
protection in an easy-on easy-off piece that fits seamlessly
with goggles and other headwear. The contoured face
mask includes directional breath holes so not only does it
fit perfectly on your face, it also directs breath down and
away from the face to help prevent fogging in eyewear.
Neofleece® consists of Neoprene construction backed with
performance fleece, so you get protection against the
elements, wicking, and that warm cozy feeling we all look
for, all in one. Recommended for: protecting your face
against windy conditions

Face mask and neck warmer in one | Neofleece® face mask
and 200wt Polartec® neck-up | Adjustable Velcro closure |
The #1 selling face mask in the world!

HI VIS
YELLOW

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS BALACLAVA

CODE: 8038
WHOLESALE: $10.50
RETAIL: $20.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

The tried and true design that keeps the elements out.
The Seirus® balaclava is the no-frills, pure-function piece
that can give you that warm and cozy feeling we all look
for, even in harsher conditions. Featuring 200wt
performance fleece with 4-way stretch, this balaclava is
powerfully warm and awesomely comfortable. Have
peace of mind in the cold with the Seirus® balaclava.
Recommended for: extended periods in the cold, outdoor
activities (everything from being on-mountain to cheering
your team at a cold stadium)

200wt performance fleece - full head, face, and neck
protector all in one | 4-way stretch | Flat-seam
construction

HWS MICRO CLAVA

CODE: 8037
WHOLESALE: $10.00
RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL

A perfect layer for wearing under protective headwear.
Microfleece gives you great warmth to weight ratio, while
wicking moisture and managing heat.

Microfleece construction | Thin, supple and very warm |
Perfect for layering under headwear

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS NEOFLEECE COMFORT
MASQUE
CODE: 8021
WHOLESALE: $8.00
RETAIL: $15.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG | XL

All Day Comfort - Neofleece lining creates a softer feel on
your skin - Proprietary design helps prevent fogging of
glasses and goggles - Velcro closure makes adjusting for
the perfect fit easier

Featuring Neofleece® technical face protection with fleece
lining for comfort and moisture wicking

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS ORIGINAL MASQUE

CODE: 8020
WHOLESALE: $6.05
RETAIL: $11.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG

Wind Protection - Proprietary design helps prevent
fogging of glasses and goggles - Velcro closure makes
adjusting for the perfect fit easier

Best price point in a technical face mask | The original
Neoprene thermal face protection | Reversible &
washable | Adjustable Velcro closure

HWS POLAR SCARF

CODE: 8061
WHOLESALE: $5.50
RETAIL: $10.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Face/Neck Warmth - Fits in your pocket for rapid
deployment on cold days - Warm fleece face and neck
coverage

E-Z on, E-Z off | Warm neck cover on cold days | 200 wt
Performance fleece | Adjustable Velcro closure for a
comfortable fit
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FIRE RESISTANT | HWS FR Gear

HWS FIRESHIELD QUICK
CLAVA ORIGINAL
CODE: 8205
WHOLESALE: $35.00
RETAIL: $69.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Max Warmth - Covers ears for maximum warmth - Pull
down face protection when you need it

3-IN-1 hat with pull down FR fleece balaclava | 200 wt
Performance fleece | Covers ears for maximum warmth |
OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD SOCK

CODE: 8209
WHOLESALE: $30.00
RETAIL: $59.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG | XL

Lightweight FR

Ultra-thin FR Thermax® | Flat seam construction | 4-way
stretch | Lightweight, warm, wicking | Reinforced
stitching for lasting strength | FR Velcro at opening for
secure fit | OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD COMBO
THICK N THIN
CODE: 8202
WHOLESALE: $27.50
RETAIL: $54.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Max Performance - Keeps glasses & goggles from fogging
while wearing protective headwear

Ultra-thin FR Thermax® hood with Polartec® neck warmer |
Fits with goggles & under helmets | Flat seam construction
| 4-way stretch | OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD COMBO
CLAVA
CODE: 8204
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

A revolutionary take on the tried and true balaclava design
that keeps the elements out, now in Fire Resistant
Polartec® materials with an OSHA visible FR label. The
Seirus® Comboclava® is the no-frills, pure-function piece
that can give you that warm and cozy feeling we all look
for, even in harsh conditions. A contoured face mask
features directional breath holes to direct breath down and
away from the face, helping to prevent fogging. Have peace
of mind in the cold with the Fireshield™ Seirus® Combo
Clava®. Recommended for: extended periods in the cold on
a FR-required job site

Hood, face mask, and neck warmer in one | Warm 200wt
FR Polartec® | 4-way stretch | Flat seam construction | Fits
with goggles | OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD QUICK
HEADLINER
CODE: 8212
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Lightweight FR - Skull cap with pull down face protection
- Blocks wind / wicks moisture - Reflective logo and band
for safety

3 IN 1 hat/face mask/neck warmer | Ultra-thin FR
Thermax® | Flat seam construction | 4-way stretch |
Lightweight, warm, and wicking | Snug form-fit design |
OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD THICK N
THIN
CODE: 8200
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Thin were you need it and warm all over. The Seirus®
Fireshield™ Thick n Thin™ Headliner® combines the best
of both worlds with a warm FR Polartec® neck warmer and
a wicking FR Thermax® hood. With the thin hood and flat-
seam construction this piece fits seamlessly under
helmets, hardhats, and any headwear, but most
importantly is the fire resistant capabilities. And the FR
label is plain and visible for an OSHA check. Recommended
for: wearing any head wear in extended periods in the cold
on a FR-required job site

Ultra-thin FR Thermax® wicking hood, with warm FR
Polartec® neck warmer | Flat seam construction | 4-way
stretch | Fits under helmets | OSHA visible FR label
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FIRE RESISTANT | HWS FR Gear

HWS FIRESHIELD GLOVE LINER

CODE: 8211
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL | XXL

FR Warm Base Layer

Ultra-thin FR Thermax® | Flat seam construction | 4-way
stretch | Wear as liner or lightweight glove | OSHA visible
FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD COMBO
SCARF
CODE: 8206
WHOLESALE: $18.00
RETAIL: $35.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG

A contoured face mask and neck warmer in one: the
Fireshield™ Combo Scarf™ provides the best face
protection in an easy-on easy-off piece that fits
seamlessly with goggles and other headwear with
Polartec® fire resistant materials and an OSHA visible FR
label. The contoured face mask includes directional
breath holes so not only does it fit perfectly on your face,
it also directs breath down and away from the face to
help prevent fogging in eyewear. Recommended for:
extended periods in the cold on a FR-required job site

Face mask and neck warmer in one | FR Polartec® 200wt
performance fleece neck-up | OSHA visible FR label

HWS FIRESHIELD SKULL LINER

CODE: 8203
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Lightweight FR

Ultra-thin FR Thermax® | Flat seam construction |
Reinforced stitching for lasting strength | 4-way stretch |
Snug form-fit design | Fits under hard hat, helmet and
welder shield | OSHA visible FR label
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HWS LINERS | HWS Socks

HWS HEATWAVE SOCK LINER
CODE: 8137
WHOLESALE: $17.50 RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG | XL

Base Layer For Your Feet - Base layer for your toes - Heatwave™ reflects body heat and
helps circulation - Wear as a liner inside your favorite sock or alone as a lightweight sock

Heatwave thermodynamic lining | Flat seam construction | Reinforced stitching for lasting
strength

SILVER

HWS NEOSOCK
CODE: 8051
WHOLESALE: $12.50 RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: MD | LG | XL

Outlasts Ordinary Socks 3-TO-1 - Breathable macro-porous technology helps evacuate
moisture - Seals in heat

4-way super stretch | So easy to get on & off they feel like slippers
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HWS QUICKS | HWS Quick

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS HUNTSMAN HOOD

CODE: 8152
WHOLESALE: $17.50
RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Lightweight Cover-Up - Breathable mesh - Great for early
season hunts - Stay cool in hot weather

3-IN-1 | Premium mesh | Billed for extra sun protection |
Moisture wicking

BLACK/BRICK REALTREE
XTRA

/BROWN

HWS QUICK CLAVA FLEECE
KNIT
CODE: 8044
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

3-IN-1 Beanie - Beanie with pull down face protection for
comfort & warmth - Hat, mask, and full neck warmer in
one

Micro fleece outer | Knit inner

REALTREE
XTRA

HWS QUICK DRAW ORIGINAL

CODE: 8042
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Cover Ears For Maximum Warmth - Covers ears for
maximum warmth - Pull down face protection when you
need it

3-IN-1 hat with pull down micro fleece balaclava | 200 wt
hat Performance fleece

HWS QUICK CLAVA ORIGINAL
HI VIS
CODE: 8046
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

Covers Ears For Maximum Warmth - 3-IN-1 hat with pull
down micro fleece balaclava - Covers ears for maximum
warmth

Built-in pull down scarf | 200 wt Performance fleece hat

HWS QUICK CLAVA HI VIS
FLEECE KNIT
CODE: 8156
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

3-IN-1 Beanie - Beanie with pull down face protection for
comfort & warmth - Hat, mask, and full neck warmer in
one

Built-in pull down scarf | Micro fleece hat | Reflective logo
on scarf | Covers ears for maximum warmth | Reflective
knit at hat opening
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HWS HATS | HWS Hat

HWS FLEECE/DYNAMAX HAT

CODE: 8045
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Reversible Comfort - Extremely comfortable for long hours
in a blind, scouting hikes or wearing around town - Wicks
moisture / blocks wind - Reversible - camo/blaze

200 wt fleece | Dynamax™ lined hat for extra comfort |
Great for ground blind or tree stand

HI VIS
YELLOW

HWS NEOFLEECE HEADBAND

CODE: 8028
WHOLESALE: $6.50
RETAIL: $12.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Contoured for maximum ear coverage, the Neofleece®
Headband keeps you comfortable in the outdoors. With
Seirus'® Neofleece® ear inserts that provide the comfort
of fleece and the warmth of Neoprene, this headband
provides comfortable warmth and that cozy feeling we all
look for. And it can even be warn with a ball cap style hat.
Recommended for: anyone going outside in the cold
(anything from skiing/snowboarding to cheering on your
team at a cold stadium)

Windproof Neofleece® ear inserts | 2 Layers of 100 wt
Performance Fleece™ | Taller for more ear coverage
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HWS MASQUES & CLAVAS | HWS Sunthings

HWS SUNTHING HI VIS
CODE: 8081
WHOLESALE: $10.50
RETAIL: $20.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

THIN, BREATHABLE SUN PROTECTION Lightweight cover-
up you can wear all day. UPF 25 protection. Multifunctional
with many ways to wear depending on your needs. Thin,
breathable protection from harmful rays with UPF 25
rating.

Multi-use seamless knit tube | UPF 25 - Great UV
protection | 4-way stretch poly | Ultra thin, wicking,
breathable | Reflective Logo

TOP SELLER

HWS SUNTHING SOLID
CODE: 8090
WHOLESALE: $10.00
RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

THIN, BREATHABLE SUN PROTECTION Lightweight
cover-up you can wear all day. UPF 25 protection.
Multifunctional with many ways to wear depending on
your needs. Thin, breathable protection from harmful
rays with UPF 25 rating.

Multi-use seamless knit tube | UPF 25 - Great UV
protection | 4-way stretch poly | Ultra thin, wicking,
breathable

HWS SUNTHING CAMO
CODE: 8092
WHOLESALE: $10.00
RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

THIN, BREATHABLE SUN PROTECTIONLightweight cover-
up you can wear all dayUPF 25 protectionMultifunctional
with many ways to wear depending on your needsThin,
breathable protection from harmful rays with UPF 25
rating

Multi-use seamless knit tube | UPF 25 - Great UV
protection | 4-way stretch poly | Ultra thin, wicking,
breathable
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HWS OUTERWEAR | HWS Jacket

HWS CORESHIELD JACKET
CODE: 8300
WHOLESALE: $125.00 RETAIL: $249.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL

THE ULTIMATE VERSATILE, WARM, & LIGHTWEIGHT LAYER - WINDPROOF/WATER RESISTANT WEATHERSHIELD™ - 4-WAY STRETCH FOR
FULL RANGE OF MOTION - THIN ENOUGH TO LAYER OR GREAT AS OUTERWEAR WEATHERSHIELD™ TRI-LAMINATE: SEIRUS' EXCLUSIVE
WEATHERPROOF MATERIAL

Snug form-fitting design | Proven durability | Weathershield™ fabric blocks wet & cold | Lightweight layer keeps you warm without the bulk
| CoreShield™ thermo-regulates your body temperature to keep it “in the zone” | Your body heats the CoreShield Storm Layer as it
surrounds you like a warm blanket
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DISPLAY | Floor Display

H4 FLOOR DISPLAY
CODE: 9933
WHOLESALE: $0.00 RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Double width, two-sided, winged slat/peg display. 48”w x 75”h x 24.5”d (8” peg hooks each side - included)

$925 OR FREE WITH $20,000 ORDER | Credited against CO-OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details

H2 FLOOR DISPLAY
CODE: 9932
WHOLESALE: $0.00 RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Two-sided, winged slat/peg display. 25”w x 75”h x 24.5”d (8” peg hooks on all sides side - included)

$750 OR FREE WITH $10,000 ORDER | Credited against CO-OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details
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DISPLAY | Floor Display

H1 FLOOR DISPLAY
CODE: 9931
WHOLESALE: $0.00 RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Two-sided slat/peg display. 25”w x 75”h x 24.5”d (8” peg hooks both side - included)

$450 OR FREE WITH $5,000 ORDER | Credited against CO-OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details
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DISPLAY | Counter Display | Headers

FULL HEAD DISPLAY
CODE: 9908
WHOLESALE: $0.00
RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Displays all Seirus headwear & face protection. 10.5”w x
11.5”h x 10”d (Fits traditional slatwall)

$100 OR FREE WITH $1,500 ORDER | Credited against CO-
OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details

HALF HEAD DISPLAY
CODE: 9909
WHOLESALE: $0.00
RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Displays all Seirus headwear & face protection. 6”w x
11”h x 7”d (Fits traditional slatwall & grid)

$90 OR FREE WITH $1,500 ORDER | Credited against CO-
OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details

6 FT BANNER 8 FT BANNER

CWC BANNER
CODE: 9905
WHOLESALE: $0.00
RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Printed on foldable, durable banner material Reusable and
Repositionable

4'W X 12"H - $60 Or Free With $2,500 In Product | 6'W X
14"H - $90 Or Free With $3,750 In Product | 8'W X 16"H -
$120 Or Free With $5,000 In Product | Credited against CO-
OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details

6 FT BANNER 8 FT BANNER

CAMO BANNER
CODE: 9915
WHOLESALE: $0.00
RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Printed on foldable, durable banner material Reusable and
Repositionable

4'W X 12"H - $60 Or Free With $2,500 In Product | 6'W X
14"H - $90 Or Free With $3,750 In Product | 8'W X 16"H -
$120 Or Free With $5,000 In Product | Credited against CO-
OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details
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EVO | EVO Arcs

LEAF BLACK/GRAY

EVO ARC MASQUE

CODE: 2713
WHOLESALE: $10.50
RETAIL: $20.99
UNISEX: XS | SM | MD | LG

The EVO Arc Masque is the most comfortable, breathable,
protective mask & perfect for social distancing. Masks are
part of the CDC's suggested practices for slowing the
spread of viral outbreaks. The flexible arc creates a free-
breathing, talking pocket and soft ear loops hold the mask
in place comfortably. Our new line of EVO products, with
HeiQ V-block, provide antimicrobial protection inside and
out. V-Block is EPA registered and provides
hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence.Get back to the outdoors comfortably with the
EVO Arc Masque.

EVO ARC DYNAMAX DANA

CODE: 2263
WHOLESALE: $15.50
RETAIL: $30.99
UNISEX: SM | MD | LG

The EVO Arc Dynamax™ Dana is the next level of defense
for social distancing. We've taken our warm, plush,
hollow-core Dynamax™ scarf and integrated it with the
EVO Arc Masque™. Thin, lightweight, and wind blocking,
this Dana is perfect for winter activities. And with masks
now a part of the CDC's suggested practices for slowing
the spread of viral outbreaks, this is the perfect fit. With
the HeiQ V-Block technology, this dana provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence. The EVO Arc
Dynamax™ Dana uses modern materials to provide
unbelievable face and neck protection in a thin,
lightweight, wind-blocking piece. The flexible arc creates
a free-breathing, talking pocket while still sealing
comfortably with goggles. With Dynamax™, the feel is
unreal.Get back to the outdoors comfortably with the EVO
Arc Dynamax™ Dana.

PAISLEY-
BLACK
/WHITE

SCROLLED

TIGER DYE-
AMERICANA

EVO ARC DISCREET SUNTHING
TUBE
CODE: 6125
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

The EVO Arc Sunthing® Discreet Tube is the perfect layer of
defense for both sun & wind protection while social
distancing. With a form fit design and wicking mesh inner,
this thin and quick drying tube has got you covered. It has
all the same features of our classic Sunthing®, but now
includes the flexible Arc mask which creates a free-
breathing, talking pocket with an incognito construction for
invisible protection. Giving you that discreet look. Masks
are now apart of the CDC's suggested practices for slowing
the spread of viral outbreaks, making this is the perfect fit.
With HeiQ V-Block technology, this tube provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products
you can reuse with confidence. This tube provides
unbelievable face and neck protection in a thin, lightweight,
sun & wind-blocking piece. Get back to the outdoors
comfortably with the EVO Arc Sunthing® Discreet Tube.

KYOTO-INDIGO SHADE-
CHARCOAL

SPRUCE-
WHITE

EVO ARC DYNAMAX DISCREET
TUBE
CODE: 2264
WHOLESALE: $20.00
RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

The EVO Arc Dynamax™ Discreet Tube is the next level of
defense for social distancing. This tube provides sleek
comfortable neck protection in a lightweight piece that is
more than meets the eye. Masks are now apart of the
CDC's suggested practices for slowing the spread of viral
outbreaks, and with an interior Arc mask for social
distancing, this is the perfect fit. The flexible arc creates a
free-breathing, talking pocket with an incognito mask
construction for invisible protection giving it that discreet
look. With the HeiQ V-Block technology, this tube provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products
you can reuse with confidence. The EVO Arc Dynamax™
Discreet Tube uses modern materials to provide
unbelievable face and neck protection in a thin,
lightweight, wind-blocking piece. With Dynamax™, the feel
is unreal. Get back to the outdoors comfortably with the
EVO Arc Dynamax™ Discreet Tube.

EVO ARC THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 2262
WHOLESALE: $15.50
RETAIL: $30.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

The EVO Arc Thick N Thin™ Headliner® combines a warm
Polartec® fleece neck warmer, a Thermax® hood, and the
EVO Arc Masque™ all in one versatile piece, perfect for
social distancing in the cold. The result is a warm and
comfortable mask that is designed to not only fit with
goggles but also hats, helmets, and any other headwear
you might own. Masks are now apart of the CDC's
suggested practices for slowing the spread of viral
outbreaks, and the flexible Arc creates a free-breathing,
talking pocket for comfort and protection. With HeiQ V-
Block technology, this tube provides antimicrobial
protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and
provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can
reuse with confidence. With breathable, wicking & 4-way
stretch material, this headliner is thin where you need it
but warm all over.Recommended for cold weather
adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc).
Get back to the outdoors comfortably with the EVO Arc
Thick N Thin™ Headliner®

EVO ARC CLAVA

CODE: 2268
WHOLESALE: $18.00
RETAIL: $35.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL

The EVO Arc Clava is a strategic blend of the Seirus'®
Neofleece® face mask, tried-and-tested Balaclava, & EVO
Arc Masque™ making for a powerful combo that can
handle any conditions. It offers the amazing warmth of
200wt performance fleece and wind block from the
weather-shielding power of Neoprene. This clava has 4-
way stretch and an integrated flexible Arc mask which
creates a free-breathing, talking pocket. It is not only
warm, comfortable, and versatile, but will give you the
ultimate layer of protection while social distancing. Hood,
face mask & neck warmer in one, this Clava is a beast in
the cold. Masks are now apart of the CDC's suggested
practices for slowing the spread of viral outbreaks, making
this is the perfect fit. With HeiQ V-Block technology, this
tube provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-
Block is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-
free products you can reuse with confidence.
Recommended for cold weather adventures (skiing,
snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc). Get back to the
outdoors comfortably with the EVO Arc Clava.
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EVO | EVO Arcs

JR EVO ARC THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 2257
WHOLESALE: $15.50
RETAIL: $30.99
JUNIOR: ONE SIZE

The JR EVO Arc Thick N Thin™ Headliner® combines a
warm Polartec® fleece neck warmer, a Thermax® hood,
and the EVO Arc Masque™ all in one versatile piece,
perfect for social distancing in the cold. The result is a
warm and comfortable mask that is designed to not only fit
with goggles but also hats, helmets, and any other
headwear you might own. Masks are now apart of the
CDC's suggested practices for slowing the spread of viral
outbreaks, and the flexible Arc creates a free-breathing,
talking pocket for comfort and protection. With HeiQ V-
Block technology, this tube provides antimicrobial
protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and
provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse
with confidence. With breathable, wicking & 4-way stretch
material, this headliner is thin where you need it but warm
all over. Recommended for cold weather adventures
(skiing, snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc). Get back to the
outdoors comfortably with the JR EVO Arc Thick N Thin™
Headliner®
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EVO | EVO Masques & Clavas

EVO SUNTHING
CODE: 6225
WHOLESALE: $13.00 RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

A multi-functional knit tube with almost infinite uses and tons of ways-to-wear, the
Sunthing® does more than just provide shade because it is bolstered by antimicrobial V-
Block for the perfect layer of defense in social distancing. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology,
the tube provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and
provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with confidence.Even with UPF
25 sun protection it is lightweight and breathable so you can wear it and not even notice it's
there. Get back into the outdoors comfortably with the EVO Sunthing®.Recommended for:
Extended periods in high-UV areas (everything from sunny hikes to high altitude snow
activities)

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology - Effective In Minutes | Thin,
wicking, breathable neck tube | Multi-use seamless knit tube | 4-way stretch form-fit design
| Lightweight sun protection | UPF 25 rating | Wash & Reuse for life of product | A PERFECT
LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING

MIRROR-WHITE/BLACK PAISLEY-BLACK/WHITE SCROLLED MIRROR-BLACK/WHITE TIGER DYE-AMERICANA CAMO-GRAY/WHITE

NEW

EVO SUNDANA
CODE: 6425
WHOLESALE: $10.50 RETAIL: $20.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

A multi-functional knit tube in a bandana cut with almost infinite uses and tons of ways-to-
wear, the Sundana does more than just provide shade because it is bolstered by
antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in social distancing. Utilizing HeiQ V-
Block technology, the tube provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with confidence.
Even with UPF 25 sun protection it is lightweight and breathable so you can wear it and not
even notice it's there. Get back into the outdoors comfortably with the EVO Sundana.
Recommended for: Extended periods in high-UV areas (everything from sunny hikes to high
altitude snow activities)

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology - Effective In Minutes | Thin,
wicking, breathable neck tube in a bandana cut | Multi-use seamless knit tube dana | 4-way
stretch form-fit design | Lightweight sun protection | UPF 25 rating | Wash & Reuse for life
of product | A PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING

MIRROR-WHITE/BLACK PAISLEY-BLACK/WHITE SCROLLED MIRROR-BLACK/WHITE TIGER DYE-AMERICANA CAMO-GRAY/WHITE

EVO SNOWTHING
CODE: 6325
WHOLESALE: $15.00 RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

A fleece lined multi-functional knit tube with almost infinite uses and tons of ways-to-wear,
the EVO Snowthing™ does more than just provide warmth because it is bolstered by
antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in social distancing.Utilizing HeiQ V-
Block technology, the tube provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence.With UPF 50+ UV protection you can reduce the risk of sunburn while on the
mountain, so you get sun and cold protection in one. Thin, lightweight, and comfortable the
EVO Snowthing™ is the perfect way to get that comfortable feeling we all look for, with
tons of other benefits included. Get back into the outdoors comfortably with the EVO
Snowthing.Recommended for: Extended periods in cold, adventures in high-UV areas.

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology - Effective In Minutes | Warm,
wicking, breathable neck tube | Multi-use fleece-lined knit tube | 4-way stretch form-fit
design | UPF 50+ rating | Wash & Reuse for life of product | A PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE
for SOCIAL DISTANCING

PAISLEY-BLACK/WHITE SCROLLED TIGER DYE-AMERICANA

TOP SELLER

EVO SNOWDANA
CODE: 6525
WHOLESALE: $13.00 RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

A fleece lined multi-functional knit tube in a bandana cut with almost infinite uses and tons
of ways-to-wear, the EVO Snowdana does more than just provide warmth because it is
bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in social distancing.
Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the tube provides antimicrobial protection inside and out.
V-Block is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse
with confidence.With UPF 50+ UV protection you can reduce the risk of sunburn while on
the mountain, so you get sun and cold protection in one. Thin, lightweight, and comfortable
the EVO Snowdana is the perfect way to get that comfortable feeling we all look for, with
tons of other benefits included. Get back into the outdoors comfortably with the EVO
Snowdana. Recommended for: Extended periods in cold, adventures in high-UV areas.

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology - Effective In Minutes | Warm,
wicking, breathable neck tube in a bandana cut | Multi-use fleece-lined knit tube in a
bandana style | 4-way stretch form-fit design | UPF 50+ rating | Wash & Reuse for life of
product | A PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING

PAISLEY-BLACK/WHITE SCROLLED TIGER DYE-AMERICANA
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EVO | EVO Masques & Clavas | EVO Liners

NEW

EVO SUNTHING CAMO

CODE: 6226
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

A multi-functional knit tube with almost infinite uses and
tons of ways-to-wear, the Sunthing® does more than just
provide shade because it is bolstered by antimicrobial V-
Block for the perfect layer of defense in social distancing.
Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the tube provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products
you can reuse with confidence.Even with UPF 25 sun
protection it is lightweight and breathable so you can wear
it and not even notice it's there. Get back into the outdoors
comfortably with the EVO Sunthing®.Recommended for:
Extended periods in high-UV areas (everything from sunny
hikes to high altitude snow activities)

EVO POLAR SCARF

CODE: 2700
WHOLESALE: $10.00
RETAIL: $19.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

200wt performance fleece with an easy-to-use adjustable
velcro closure make the Polar Scarf™ a convenient and
effective way to keep your neck and/or face warm. And
it's bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect
layer of defense in social distancing.Utilizing HeiQ V-
Block technology, the EVO Polar Scarf™ provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.Keep the
elements out with a lightweight piece that fits in your
pocket, so you can stash it when it's not needed and put it
on quickly when it is.Recommended for: On-mountain
cold weather adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking,
fishing, etc)

EVO DYNAMAX QUICK
HEADLINER
CODE: 2267
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Thin, lightweight, wind blocking, warm, and bolstered by
antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in
social distancing. The Dynamax™ Quick Headliner® is the
any-activity, any-season cold-weather headwear. A classic
Dynamax™ Skull Liner with an added pull-down balaclava
gives you face protection when you want it, and tucks away
when you don't. With Dynamax™, the feel is unreal.
Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the EVO Dynamax™
Quick Headliner® provides antimicrobial protection inside
and out. V-Block is EPA registered and provides
hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence.Seirus'® exclusive dual-density, micro denier
Thermax® material is warm enough to wear alone, but thin
enough to layer under hats, helmets, or anything
else.Recommended for: On-mountain cold weather
adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc),
activities in high wind

EVO THERMAX HEADLINER

CODE: 2204
WHOLESALE: $12.50
RETAIL: $24.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Warm enough to wear alone, thin enough to layer, and
bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing. The Thermax® Headliner®
provides cozy warmth in a lightweight and comfortable
piece. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the EVO
Thermax® Headliner® provides antimicrobial protection
inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and provides
hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence.Thermax® is a high performance hollow core
polyester that provides maximum wicking while retaining
heat. With 4-way stretch, flat-seam construction, and the
ability to fit seamlessly under hats and helmets this is the
perfect addition to your kit.Recommended for: On-mountain
cold weather adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking,
fishing, etc)

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes | Ultra-thin, hollow-core Thermax®
Headliner | Wicking | Warm | 4-way stretch | Flat seam
construction | Fits with helmets | Wash & Reuse for life of
product | A PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL
DISTANCING

EVO THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 2200
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: ADULT

Thin where it needs to be but warm all over and
bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing. By combining a technical
fleece neck warmer with the power of Thermax® material
on the head, the result is a lightweight technical piece
that delivers comfort and warmth with the ability to fit
seamlessly under hats or helmets. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block
technology, the EVO Thick N Thin™ Headliner® provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.Thermax® is a
high performance hollow core polyester that provides
maximum wicking while retaining heat, meaning you can
stay warm and comfortable in almost any
conditions.Recommended for: On-mountain cold weather
adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc)

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes | Ultra-thin, hollow-core Thermax®
hood with technical fleece neck warmer | Warm | Wicking
| 4-way stretch | Flat seam construction | Fits with
helmets | Wash & Reuse for life of product | A PERFECT
LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING

JR EVO THICK N THIN
HEADLINER
CODE: 2256
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
JUNIOR: JUNIOR

Thin where it needs to be but warm all over and bolstered
by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in
social distancing. By combining a technical fleece neck
warmer with the power of Thermax® material on the head,
the result is a lightweight technical piece that delivers
comfort and warmth with the ability to fit seamlessly under
hats or helmets.Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the Jr
EVO Thick N Thin™ Headliner® provides antimicrobial
protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and
provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse
with confidence.Thermax® is a high performance hollow
core polyester that provides maximum wicking while
retaining heat, meaning your kids can stay warm and
comfortable in almost any conditions.Recommended for:
On-mountain cold weather adventures (skiing,
snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc)

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes | Ultra-thin, hollow-core Thermax®
hood with technical fleece neck warmer | Warm | Wicking |
4-way stretch | Flat seam construction | Fits with helmets |
Wash & Reuse for life of product | A PERFECT LAYER OF
DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING
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EVO | EVO Masques & Clavas | EVO Liners | EVO Hats & Quicks

NEW

EVO MAGNEMASK DYNAMAX
BALACLAVA
CODE: 2735
WHOLESALE: $25.50
RETAIL: $50.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL

Face protection in a snap. On the lift, on the phone, keep
your hood on. Bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block, the EVO
Magnemask™ Dynamax™ Balaclava is the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing.Utilizing HeiQ V-Block
technology, the Magnemask™ provides antimicrobial
protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA registered and
provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse
with confidence.Magnetic seams on the Magnemask™
Balaclava allow the face portion to pull off when you need
to, and have it replace in an instant. Dynamax™, the ultra-
thin micro denier Thermax® material, offers warmth and
wind block with almost no weight, and fits seamlessly
under hats and helmets.Recommended for: On-mountain
cold weather adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking,
fishing, etc), harsh or erratic conditions

EVO DYNAMAX BALACLAVA

CODE: 2265
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

A modern twist on the classic cold weather headwear,
the Dynamax™ Balaclava uses modern materials to
provide unbelievable head, face, and neck protection in a
thin, lightweight, wind-blocking piece. And it is bolstered
with antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block
technology, the EVO Dynamax™ Balaclava provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.With Dynamax™,
the feel is unreal. Seirus'® exclusive dual-density, micro
denier Thermax® material is warm enough to wear alone,
but thin enough to layer under hats, helmets, or anything
else.Recommended for: On-mountain cold weather
adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking, fishing, etc),
activities in high wind

EVO BALACLAVA

CODE: 2873
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

The classic full-coverage headwear bolstered by
antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of defense in
social distancing. Seirus'® 200wt performance fleece
Balaclava has protected people's heads for decades. It is
warm, comfortable, and it fits with goggles. Utilizing HeiQ
V-Block technology, the EVO Balaclava provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products
you can reuse with confidence.This is the tried-and-tested
design that just works. Perfect for all winter and cold
weather adventures, this is the go-to piece for outdoor
enthusiasts everywhere.Recommended for: on-mountain
cold weather adventures (skiing, snowboarding, hiking,
fishing, etc)

EVO QUICK CLAVA
FLEECE/KNIT
CODE: 3363
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Around the town style meets on-mountain function
bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing. Seirus® Quick Clavas® turn
stylish hats into awesome full head and face protection
against the cold. The patented system lets the clava sit
comfortably inside the hat when it's not needed, and then
easily pull down for total coverage when conditions
demand. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the EVO Quick
Clava® Fleece Knit provides antimicrobial protection inside
and out. V-Block is EPA registered and provides
hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence. Fine-gauge acrylic knit inside is backed up by a
fleece outer making the Fleece/Knit™ Quick Clava® the
perfect addition to your winter kit for comfort and
awesome warmth.

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes | Fleece hat with pull-down
balaclava/neck-up | Wash & Reuse for life of product | A
PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING

EVO QUICK DRAW ORIGINAL

CODE: 3210
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: SM/MD | LG/XL

The original hat, a staple in cold weather protection,
bolstered by antimicrobial V-Block for the perfect layer of
defense in social distancing. Featuring full fleece
construction with contoured ear covers this is one of the
surest ways to keep your head warm. Utilizing HeiQ V-
Block technology, the EVO Quick Draw® Original and its
built in face mask provide antimicrobial protection inside
and out. V-Block is EPA registered and provides
hypoallergenic, odor-free products you can reuse with
confidence. With the inclusion of a Seirus® exclusive
Quick Draw® system, pull-down face coverage is built
right into the hat. It sits seamlessly in the hat when it's
not needed, and pulls down into place easily when it
is.Recommended for: everything from harsh conditions to
everyday activities in the cold

HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes | Full fleece hat with pull-down face
mask/neck-up | Wash & Reuse for life of product | A
PERFECT LAYER OF DEFENSE for SOCIAL DISTANCING
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EVO | EVO Gloves

NEW

EVO HEATWAVE ZENITH GLOVE

CODE: 1029
WHOLESALE: $30.00
RETAIL: $59.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG
Harnessing the reflective heat technology of Heatwave™,
and the pure warmth power of 250g of Heatlock™
insulation, the Zenith™ is ready to rise above the cold
while the EVO shell provides comprehensive antimicrobial
protection for these unprecedented times.Utilizing HeiQ V-
Block technology, the EVO Heatwave™ Zenith™ Glove
provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is
EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.The revolutionary
dual heating system found in the Heatwave™ lining
reflects and amplifies your body’s heat to produce that
warm cozy feeling we all look for in a glove.Recommended
for: on-mountain use and extended periods in the cold

INSULATION: 250g Heatlock™ | INSERT: Dryhand™
Waterproof/Breathable | SHELL: Softshell | PALM: Quartz |
TREATMENT: HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial
Technology - Effective In Minutes

NEW

EVO HEATWAVE FLECK GLOVE

CODE: 1024
WHOLESALE: $23.00
RETAIL: $45.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG
A CompTech shell with a heathered look houses the
awesome heat-reflection power of Seirus®’ exclusive
Heatwave™ lining and the EVO shell provides
comprehensive antimicrobial protection for these
unprecedented times. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology,
the EVO Heatwave™ Fleck™ Glove provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.The revolutionary
dual heating system found in the Heatwave™ lining
reflects and amplifies your body’s heat to produce that
warm cozy feeling we all look for in a glove. With the
Fleck™ you can tackle the elements with
confidence.Recommended for: on-mountain use and
extended periods in the cold

INSULATION: 240g Heatlock™ | INSERT: Dryhand™
Waterproof/Breathable | SHELL: CompTech | PALM:
Quartz | TREATMENT: HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-
Bacterial Technology - Effective In Minutes

NEW

EVO ST XTREME ALL WEATHER
GLOVE
CODE: 1166
WHOLESALE: $32.50
RETAIL: $64.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL | XXL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG
The 100% waterproof/breathable EVO SoundTouch™
Xtreme™ All Weather™ glove: it’s all in the name – it's the
best glove for the widest range of conditions and
temperatures which also provides comprehensive
antimicrobial protection for these unprecedented
times.Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology, the glove provides
antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block is EPA
registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free products
you can reuse with confidence.Seirus’® exclusive
Weathershield™ tri-laminate material creates a water and
wind resistant barrier with unbeatable breathability. With
sealed seams the result is a next-to-skin fit glove that is
comfortable for a huge variety of activities. With added
SoundTouch™ technology, this versatile glove is now also
compatible with all touchscreen devices.Recommended for:
everyone from the go-anywhere try-anything outdoors nut
who is outside all year and needs dexterity, waterproof
warmth, and versatility to the casual dog walker who
wants both warmth and touchscreen control.

INSERT: Xtreme™ Dryhand™ Waterproof/Breathable |
SHELL: Spacer Knit | PALM: SoundTouch™ | TREATMENT:
HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes

NEW

EVO ST ALL WEATHER GLOVE
CODE: 1187
WHOLESALE: $25.00
RETAIL: $49.99
MEN: SM | MD | LG | XL
WOMEN: SM | MD | LG
The original lightweight ST All Weather™ glove; it’s all in
the name – the best glove for the widest range of
conditions and temperatures which also provides
comprehensive antimicrobial protection for these
unprecedented times.Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology,
the glove provides antimicrobial protection inside and out.
V-Block is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic,
odor-free products you can reuse with confidence.Seirus’®
exclusive Weathershield™ tri-laminate material creates a
water and wind resistant barrier with unbeatable
breathability. The result is a next-to-skin fit glove that is
comfortable for a huge variety of activities. With added
SoundTouch™ technology, this versatile glove is now also
compatible with all touchscreen devices.Recommended
for: everyone from the go-anywhere try-anything outdoors
nut who is outside all year and needs dexterity, warmth,
and versatility to the casual dog walker.

SHELL: WeatherShield™PALM: SoundTouch™TREATMENT:
HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes'

NEW

EVO ST HYPERLITE GLOVE
CODE: 1165
WHOLESALE: $22.50
RETAIL: $44.99
MEN: SM/MD | LG | XL
WOMEN: XS/SM | MD/LG
Taking “form-fit” to a new level, the EVO Hyperlite™ All
Weather™ glove provides comfort, warmth, and
comprehensive antimicrobial protection for these
unprecedented times. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block technology,
the EVO SoundTouch™ Hyperlite All Weather™ Glove
provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-Block
is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-free
products you can reuse with confidence.Half the weight of
the original All Weather™ glove, the Hyperlite™ is a
must have for those who want warmth without the bulk.
Seirus’® exclusive Weathershield™ tri-laminate material
creates a water and wind resistant barrier with
unbeatable breathability. The result is a next-to-skin fit
glove that is comfortable for a huge variety of activities.
With added SoundTouch™ technology, this versatile
glove is now also compatible with all touchscreen
devices.Recommended for: everyone from the go-
anywhere try-anything outdoors nut who is outside all
year and needs dexterity, warmth, and versatility to the
casual dog walker.

SHELL: Hyperlite™ | PALM: SoundTouch™" | TREATMENT:
HeiQ V-Block Anti-Microbial / Anti-Bacterial Technology -
Effective In Minutes
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EVO | EVO Gloves

CARBON

EVO ST HEATWAVE GLOVE
LINER
CODE: 2146
WHOLESALE: $15.00
RETAIL: $29.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL

Warm enough to wear alone and thin enough to layer, the
EVO Heatwave™ glove liner provides a base layer that not
only drastically changes how you feel in the cold, but also
provides comprehensive antimicrobial protection for these
unprecedented times. And with Soundtouch™ touchscreen
control you'll never need to expose your fingers to the cold
again. Utilizing HeiQ V-Block (link to V-block page)
technology, the EVO SoundTouch™ Heatwave™ Glove
Liner provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-
Block is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic, odor-
free products you can reuse with confidence. The
revolutionary dual heating system found in the Heatwave™
lining reflects and amplifies your body’s heat to produce
that warm cozy feeling we all look for in a glove. Reflective
Heat, Amplified. Thermal Reflective stage - up to 20%
warmer. Kinetic stage - Amplifies Temperature 4-5°.
Recommended for: wearing alone on cold days or layering
for extreme warmth.

EVO ST THERMAX GLOVE
LINER
CODE: 2139
WHOLESALE: $13.00
RETAIL: $25.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL

Warm enough to wear alone and thin enough to layer, the
EVO Thermax® glove liner provides a base layer that not
only drastically changes how you feel in the cold, but also
provides comprehensive antimicrobial protection for
these unprecedented times. And with Soundtouch™
touchscreen control you'll never need to expose your
fingers to the cold again.Utilizing HeiQ V-Block
technology, the EVO SoundTouch™ Thermax® Glove
Liner provides antimicrobial protection inside and out. V-
Block is EPA registered and provides hypoallergenic,
odor-free products you can reuse with confidence.
Recommended for: wearing alone on cold days or
layering for extreme warmth.
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EVO | EVO Essentials

NEW

EVO MASQUE FILTER
CODE: 2717
WHOLESALE: $5.50 RETAIL: $10.99
UNISEX: XS/SM | MD/LG
Reusable Anti-Microbial mask filter | Designed to fit all masks as an
added layer of protection | Affixes securely with adhesive strips
(included)

NEW

BIO MASQUE FILTER
CODE: 2716
WHOLESALE: $5.00 RETAIL: $9.99
UNISEX: XS/SM | MD/LG
Three-layer polypropylene masque filter | Contoured arc fit to
integrate with Seirus® EVO & Neofleece® Series Products | Integrated
coated pliable copper nose bridge for custom seal | Outer
spunbonded nonwoven layers to block particles, dust and liquid
droplets. | Inner layer of electrostatically charged melt-blown
nonwoven fabric blocks fine dust and bacteria | No Latex
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EVO | EVO Essentials

MAGNEMASK TNT + EVO FILTER

CODE: 7033
WHOLESALE: $24.00 RETAIL: $54.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL
FILTER | Antimicrobial Tech Effective In Minutes Inside & Out For Life
Of Product* | Reusable Anti-Microbial mask filter | Designed to fit all
masks as an added layer of protection | Affixes securely with
adhesive strips (included) MAGNEMASK™ | Ultra-thin Thermax®
hood with performance Polartec® fleece neck warmer | Contoured
Neofleece® face mask | Magnetic seams so mask snaps into place | 4-
way stretch | *Neither HeiQ's worldwide anti-viral approvals nor this
product have been approved by the FDA. Product not guaranteed to
prevent infection.

COMBO CLAVA + EVO FILTER

CODE: 7030
WHOLESALE: $18.00 RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL
FILTER | Antimicrobial Tech Effective In Minutes Inside & Out For Life
Of Product* | Reusable Anti-Microbial mask filter | Designed to fit all
masks as an added layer of protection | Affixes securely with
adhesive strips (included) COMBO CLAVA® | Hood, face mask & neck
warmer in one | Warm 200wt Polartec® contoured Neofleece® face
mask | 4-way stretch | Flat seam construction | Fits with goggles |
*Neither HeiQ's worldwide anti-viral approvals nor this product have
been approved by the FDA. Product not guaranteed to prevent
infection.

COMBO TNT + EVO FILTER

CODE: 7022
WHOLESALE: $15.00 RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE
FILTER | Antimicrobial Tech Effective In Minutes Inside & Out For Life
Of Product* | Reusable Anti-Microbial mask filter | Designed to fit all
masks as an added layer of protection | Affixes securely with
adhesive strips (included) COMBO TNT | Ultra-thin Thermax® wicking
hood with cozy, technical fleece neck warmer and Neofleece® face
mask | Fits with helmets | Flat-seam construction | 4-way stretch |
*Neither HeiQ's worldwide anti-viral approvals nor this product have
been approved by the FDA. Product not guaranteed to prevent
infection.

NEOFLEECE COMBO SCARF + EVO
FILTER
CODE: 7025
WHOLESALE: $15.00 RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: XS | SM | MD | LG
FILTER | Antimicrobial Tech Effective In Minutes Inside & Out For Life
Of Product* | Reusable Anti-Microbial mask filter | Designed to fit all
masks as an added layer of protection | Affixes securely with
adhesive strips (included) COMBO SCARF | Face mask and neck
warmer in one | Neofleece® face mask and 200wt Polartec® neck-up |
Adjustable velcro closure | Certified non-toxic neoprene | *Neither
HeiQ's worldwide anti-viral approvals nor this product have been
approved by the FDA. Product not guaranteed to prevent infection.
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EVO | EVO Essentials

MAGNEMASK TNT + 5 BIO FILTERS

CODE: 7013
WHOLESALE: $24.00 RETAIL: $54.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL
FILTER (5-PACK) | 98% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) & 95% PFE
(Particulate Filtration Efficiency) | Three-layer Defense against
airborne bacteria & microbes | 1-Outer spunbonded nonwoven layer
to block particles, dust and liquid droplets. | 2-Inner layer of
electrostatically charged melt-blown nonwoven fabric designed to
block fine dust and bacteria | 3-Additional spundonded nonwoven
layer designed to further block particles, dust and liquid droplets |
Contoured arc fit to integrate with Seirus® Neofleece® Series
Products | Designed to fit all Masks as an added layer of protection |
Integrated coated pliable copper nose bridge for custom seal | Affixes
securely with adhesive strips (included) | No Latex MAGNEMASK™ |
Ultra-thin Thermax® hood with performance Polartec® fleece neck
warmer | Contoured Neofleece® face mask | Magnetic seams so mask
snaps into place | 4-way stretch | Product not guaranteed to prevent
infection. Seirus filters are not devices intended for use in the
diagnosis of a disease or other conditions or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease and do not meet the definition of a
medical device as set forth in section 201(h) of the FD&C Act. | Seirus
recommends changing your filter every 24-48 hours of use or as
needed.

COMBO CLAVA + 5 BIO FILTERS

CODE: 7010
WHOLESALE: $18.00 RETAIL: $39.99
UNISEX: XS | SM/MD | LG/XL
FILTER (5-PACK) | 98% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) & 95% PFE
(Particulate Filtration Efficiency) | Three-layer Defense against
airborne bacteria & microbes | 1-Outer spunbonded nonwoven layer
to block particles, dust and liquid droplets. | 2-Inner layer of
electrostatically charged melt-blown nonwoven fabric designed to
block fine dust and bacteria | 3-Additional spundonded nonwoven
layer designed to further block particles, dust and liquid droplets |
Contoured arc fit to integrate with Seirus® Neofleece® Series
Products | Designed to fit all Masks as an added layer of protection |
Integrated coated pliable copper nose bridge for custom seal | Affixes
securely with adhesive strips (included) | No Latex COMBO CLAVA® |
Hood, face mask & neck warmer in one | Warm 200wt Polartec®
contoured Neofleece® face mask | 4-way stretch | Flat seam
construction | Fits with goggles | Product not guaranteed to prevent
infection. Seirus filters are not devices intended for use in the
diagnosis of a disease or other conditions or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease and do not meet the definition of a
medical device as set forth in section 201(h) of the FD&C Act. | Seirus
recommends changing your filter every 24-48 hours of use or as
needed.

COMBO TNT + 5 BIO FILTERS

CODE: 7002
WHOLESALE: $15.00 RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: ONE SIZE
FILTER (5-PACK) | 98% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) & 95% PFE
(Particulate Filtration Efficiency) | Three-layer Defense against
airborne bacteria & microbes | 1-Outer spunbonded nonwoven layer
to block particles, dust and liquid droplets. | 2-Inner layer of
electrostatically charged melt-blown nonwoven fabric designed to
block fine dust and bacteria | 3-Additional spundonded nonwoven
layer designed to further block particles, dust and liquid droplets |
Contoured arc fit to integrate with Seirus® Neofleece® Series
Products | Designed to fit all Masks as an added layer of protection |
Integrated coated pliable copper nose bridge for custom seal | Affixes
securely with adhesive strips (included) | No Latex COMBO TNT |
Ultra-thin Thermax® wicking hood with cozy, technical fleece neck
warmer and Neofleece® face mask | Fits with helmets | Flat-seam
construction | 4-way stretch | Product not guaranteed to prevent
infection. Seirus filters are not devices intended for use in the
diagnosis of a disease or other conditions or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease and do not meet the definition of a
medical device as set forth in section 201(h) of the FD&C Act. | Seirus
recommends changing your filter every 24-48 hours of use or as
needed.

NEOFLEECE COMBO SCARF + 5 BIO
FILTERS
CODE: 7005
WHOLESALE: $15.00 RETAIL: $34.99
UNISEX: XS | SM | MD | LG
FILTER (5-PACK) | 98% BFE (Bacterial Filtration Efficiency) & 95% PFE
(Particulate Filtration Efficiency) | Three-layer Defense against
airborne bacteria & microbes | 1-Outer spunbonded nonwoven layer
to block particles, dust and liquid droplets. | 2-Inner layer of
electrostatically charged melt-blown nonwoven fabric designed to
block fine dust and bacteria | 3-Additional spundonded nonwoven
layer designed to further block particles, dust and liquid droplets |
Contoured arc fit to integrate with Seirus® Neofleece® Series
Products | Designed to fit all Masks as an added layer of protection |
Integrated coated pliable copper nose bridge for custom seal | Affixes
securely with adhesive strips (included) | No Latex COMBO SCARF |
Face mask and neck warmer in one | Neofleece® face mask and 200wt
Polartec® neck-up | Adjustable velcro closure | Certified non-toxic
neoprene | Product not guaranteed to prevent infection. Seirus filters
are not devices intended for use in the diagnosis of a disease or other
conditions or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of
disease and do not meet the definition of a medical device as set forth
in section 201(h) of the FD&C Act. | Seirus recommends changing
your filter every 24-48 hours of use or as needed.
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DISPLAY | Floor Display

EVO H1 FLOOR DISPLAY
CODE: 9930
WHOLESALE: $0.00 RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Two-sided slat/peg display. 25”w x 75”h x 24.5”d (8” peg hooks both side - included)

$450 OR FREE WITH $5,000 ORDER | Credited against CO-OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details

EVO WALL HEADER
CODE: 9928
WHOLESALE: $0.00 RETAIL: $0.00
UNISEX: ONE SIZE

Printed on rigid, durable material 2’W X 8”H

2’W X 8”H - $20 Or Free With $800 In Product | Credited against CO-OP | Dealer Pays Freight | Ask for details
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